
II Literature and the Colonial Question

II.1 Notions of Citizenship (Citoyenneté/Ciudadanía) on the
Eve of Independence

¡Bolívar inmortal! ¿Que voz humana
Enumerar y celebrar podría
Tus victorias sin fin, tu eterno aliento?
Colombia independiente y soberana
Es de tu gloria noble monumento.
Del vil polvo a tu voz, robusta, fiera,
De majestad ornada,
Ella se alzó, como Minerva armada
Del cerebro de Júpiter saliera.
…
Jamás impunemente
Al pueblo soberano
Pudo imponer un héroe ciudadano
El sello del baldón sobre la frente.
El pueblo se alza, y su voraz encono
Sacrifica al tirano,
Que halla infamia y sepulcro en vez de trono
Así desvanecerse vio la tierra
De Napoleón y de Austria la gloria,
Y prematura tumba los encierra
Y la baña con llanto de la Victoria.¹

These verses are from the Cuban writer José María Heredia’s 1825 poem “To Bolí-
var” (Niagara 84). This hymn to the “citizen hero” Bolívar plainly shows the con-
nection between the ideas of the French Revolution and the Latin American wars
of independence.

 “Immortal Bolívar! What human voice / Could number and celebrate / Your endless victories,
your eternal breath? / Independent and sovereign Colombia / Is a noble monument to your
glory. / From vile dust she rose at your voice, / Robust and fierce, decked in majesty, / Like
armed Minerva rising / From Jupiter’s brain. / … / Never with impunity / Could a citizen
hero / Impose the seal of this affront / On the forehead of the sovereign people. / The people
rises, and its ravenous resentment / Sacrifices the tyrant, / Who finds infamy and a sepulchre
instead of a throne / Thus the earth saw the glory / Of Napoleon and of Austria vanish, /
And an early grave enfold them / And bathe the earth with Victoria’s tears.”
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II.1.1 Rousseau’s Reflections on the citoyen and Their Consequences for the
French Revolution

While the 1807 occupation of Spain by French troops is generally considered by
historians to have been the immediate cause for the political transformation of
the colonies into sovereign republics, the cultural ramifications of the French
Revolution had a decisive impact, even if indirectly, on the inspiration to fight
for independence. In particular the declaration of human rights on August 26,
1789; the proclamation of the constitution on September 3, 1791; and the issuance
of the Code civil (the Napoleonic Code) in 1804 released a great deal of revolu-
tionary potential. These ideas were adopted in the European States, a little
later in Latin America, and finally everywhere as the model for political, eco-
nomic, and legal modernization.

In these legal texts, which usher in an epochal upheaval, the word “citizen,”
citoyen, is used very frequently, with a new matter-of-factness. What lies behind
this guiding concept of the French Revolution? As we know, the cultural back-
drop of the French Revolution should not be underestimated, as the ideas of
the Enlightenment philosophers prepared the ground for the later events. For
this new understanding of the citizen it was most of all the ideas of Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, from Geneva, that were key; in his Social Contract, he explains what
he means by “citizen”: “The real meaning of this word has been almost entirely
lost in the modern world when a town and a city are thought to be identical, and
a citizen the same as a burgess. People forget that houses may make a town,
while only citizens can make a city” (Rousseau, Contract 61).² The original mean-
ing of the word, which for Rousseau is closely connected to the cité, the self-gov-
erning settlement, and also has to do with community, has been lost. Rousseau
makes this particularly clear in a quotation from Emile: “Public instruction no
longer exists and can no longer exist, because where there is no longer father-
land, there can no longer be citizens. These two words, fatherland and citizen,
should be effaced from modern languages” (40).³ After first pointing out the op-
position between the human being and the citizen, Rousseau arrives at the fol-
lowing hierarchy: “We conceive of our general society in terms of our particular
societies, the establishment of small Republics leads us to think of the large one,

 “Le vrai sens de ce mot s’est presque entièrement effacé chez les modernes; la plupart
prennent une ville pour une Cité & un bourgeois pour un Citoyen. Ils ne savent pas que les mai-
sons font la ville mais que les Citoyens font la Cité” (Rousseau, Du contrat social 361).
 “L’institution publique n’existe plus, et ne peut plus exister, parce qu’où il n’y a plus de pa-
trie, il ne peut plus y avoir de citoyens. Ces deux mots patrie et citoyen doivent être effacés des
langues modernes” (Rousseau, Émile 250).
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and we do not properly begin to become men until after having been Citizens”
(On the Social Contract, with Geneva Manuscript and Political Economy 15).⁴
This new meaning of citizenship, of citoyenneté, is necessarily dependent on
the frame of reference of the fatherland, the patrie:

If I spoke to you of the duties of a citizen, you would perhaps ask me, “Which is my coun-
try?” And you would think you had put me to confusion. Yet you would be mistaken, dear
Emile, for he who has no country has, at least, the land in which he lives. There is always a
government and certain so-called laws under which he has lived in peace. (Rousseau, Emile
357)⁵

Rousseau’s observations provided an important basis for the understanding of
citizenship in the French Revolution. Irene Castells shows how the revolutionary
concept of citizenship touches on three different levels: first, the legal level,
which makes all citizens equal before the law; then, the political level, which
has to do with active participation in public affairs; and finally, the national
level, on which affiliation with the nation replaces the old class structures
(Castells 2; Rétat). According to Castells, the emancipation of the citizen was im-
plemented by ordinary people taking part in public life, within the framework of
revolutionary institutions, leading to far-reaching change and a lasting democra-
tization of the political space, which from that point on was no longer just the
sphere of governments and interest groups but became a matter of everyday
life (5).

The French Revolution’s concept of citizenship, then, is grounded in an iden-
tification of the Revolution with the patrie and the Nation, and naturally, this
new (self‐)understanding had consequences for the construction of national
identity. The nation defined itself through the integration of all citizens, who
gave up their personal interests in order to enter into the cité, and not because
of any law but on the basis of a collective enthusiasm (8).

 “Nous concevons la société générale d’après nos sociétés particulières, l’établissement des
petites républiques nous fait songer à la grande, et nous ne commençons proprement à devenir
hommes qu’après avoir été citoyens” (Du contrat social ou Essai sur la forme de la République.
Manuscrit de Genève).
 “Si je te parlais des devoirs du citoyen, tu me demanderais peut-être où est la patrie, et tu
croirais m’avoir confondu. Tu te tromperais pourtant, cher Émile; car qui n’a pas une patrie a
du moins un pays. Il y a toujours un gouvernement et des simulacres de lois sous lesquels il
a vécu tranquille” (Rousseau, Émile 858).
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II.1.2 Between the “Noble Savage” and the Citizen: Rousseau’s Case Study of
the Caribs

In his Discourse on the Origin and Basis of Inequality among Men (Discours sur
l’origine et les fondements de l’inégalité parmi les hommes, 1755), Rousseau devel-
ops his speculative theory of evolution, from which his political magnum opus,
The Social Contract (Du Contrat Social ou Principes du droit politique, 1762) fol-
lows (Fink-Eitel 17). Although the phrase “back to nature” has often been (false-
ly) attributed to him, what Rousseau wanted was not a natural paradise but a
social contract. His main example is the society of the Caribs, who had suppor-
tive, reciprocal, egalitarian social relations and bitterly resisted colonial vio-
lence. The situation of the Caribs at the time of their first encounter with the col-
onial powers is described in very positive terms. This point in time was supposed
to have been humanity’s happiest and most lasting time, because it struck the
true happy medium between the laziness of their original condition and the mis-
guided efficiency of self-love. Rousseau therefore judged this condition as being
the one that was the least subject to revolutions and the best suited to humanity.
In savages,who were usually in fact encountered in this very condition, he found
the confirmation that the human race was destined to remain in that state (Fink-
Eitel 173).

Rousseau goes one step further, however: these people are neither wild nor
noble. Their situation is in fact exemplary, but it is not free of conflict, neither
among themselves nor within the colonial system. They are in need of a social
contract in order to live humanely and to interact with each other as citizens.
The concept of the ciudadano, which is a crucial one for the Latin American in-
dependence movement, is an import from the French Revolution, which in turn
was primarily developed by Rousseau on the basis of his reflections on Carib-
bean society. We are dealing here with a complex transfer process from center
to periphery to center, which will become a complex process of circulation
through further mechanisms of reception.

II.1.3 Citoyenneté und Its Reception in the Caribbean

How were the ideas of the French Revolution received in Latin America and the
Caribbean? Rousseau, at any rate, was widely read at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century: in 1811, four hundred copies of his Social Contract arrived in
Chile (Gazmuri Riveros 98). In 1815, Fray Melchor Martínez, the royal chronicler
of Chile’s wars of independence, described the rapid spread of Enlightenment
ideas in the wake of the French Revolution. He wrote that the philosophy of En-
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lightenment, incorrectly considered modern since it had been lying dormant, out
of sight, for several centuries, had by means of the Revolution acquired an incal-
culable level of influence over people’s reason and could now be considered to
be the only valid science. From France, this philosophy had spread across the
entire earth, and Latin America had shown itself to be particularly receptive to
these revolutionary (and from the point of view of the chronicler, pernicious)
ideas, because they corresponded to Latin America’s desires for a cutting of
the apron strings and for autonomy (cf. Martínez, cited in Gazmuri Riveros 81).

Accordingly, the precepts of the French Revolution are also reflected in the
formation of the Latin American nations. For the first Mexican constitution,
for example, the new understanding of the citizen, the ciudadano, was very
much a guiding principle, as Borrego Plá explains (22): the citizenry, the ciuda-
danía, included everyone born in Mexico, regardless of the color of their skin,
but also foreigners living there, as long as they were on the side of patriotism
and adhered to Roman Catholicism. The status of citizen, which even nonresi-
dent Mexicans of the Catholic faith possessed, could also be forfeited if a person
became guilty of heresy, apostasy, or an insult to the nation. All citizens enjoyed
the same rights as those that were proclaimed in France in 1789 and went down
in history as “human rights.” Borrego Plá explains that the authors of the con-
stitution, who met in Apatzingán, followed the French example in making the
principles of freedom, equality, security, and property their top priorities, but
that these were taken not as abstract concepts but as the concrete social imple-
mentation by means of which feudal structures were to be democratized. She
particularly stresses Rousseau’s role in pioneering the concepts behind the con-
viction that all human beings are born equal and that no citizen could place
him- or herself above the others by means of inherited rights and privileges (23).

Unlike on the Latin American mainland, the intellectuals of the Caribbean
had “more time” to grapple with the aforementioned theoretical achievements
of the French Revolution within colonial structures. In what follows, using
texts by José María Heredia and J. Levilloux, we will take a look at the respective
and varying ways in which the concept of citizenship was received in the French
and Spanish colonial Caribbean.

II.1.3.1 José María Heredia: A Reader of Rousseau
José María Heredia was born in Santiago de Cuba in 1803 and died in Mexico, in
1839. He led a very peripatetic life: he lived a total of only six years in Cuba, five
and a half in Venezuela, four in the United States, and nineteen in Mexico,where
he was an active participant in literary and political life and where he was gen-
erally taken for a Mexican. And yet he himself confidently self-identified as
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Cuban and was a close friend of José Antonio Saco, Félix Varela y Morales, and
Domingo del Monte (Padura Fuentes 9; Poumier 266). He was mostly known as a
poet, though he also translated French drama, English novels, and Italian poetry.
He studied law and first worked as a lawyer in Matanzas; later he held a variety
of law positions in Mexico. The fights for independence on the continent (espe-
cially in Venezuela and Mexico) had a strong influence on him. Because of his
activities (from within Mexico) conspiring towards Cuba’s independence, as a
member of the secret society Suns and Rays of Bolívar (Soles y Rayos de Bolívar),
he was sentenced to death in Cuba in 1831. He was actively involved in a variety
of political debates and understood himself as a ciudadano, fighting for the
rights of other ciudadanos, an attitude that also comes through very clearly in
his poems, for instance in “To the Greeks in 1821” (“A los griegos en 1821”)
and “Ode to the Inhabitants of Anáhuac” (“Oda a los habitantes de Anáhuac,”
1821–1822) (Padura Fuentes 31). The best-known example of the poetic process-
ing of the fight for independence is his “Hymn of the Exile” (“Himno del dester-
rado”):

¡Cuba! Al fin te verás libre y pura
como el aire de luz que respiras,
cual las ondas hirvientes que miras
de tus playas la arena besar.
Aunque viles traidores te sirvan,
Del tirano es inútil la saña,
que no es vano entre Cuba y España
tiende inmenso sus olas el mar. (Heredia, Niagara 68)⁶

Heredia’s “civic poetry” encompasses the Enlightenment ideal of freedom,
peace, and justice. His self-understanding as a politically engaged writer can
also be seen in the lines in which he writes very positively about Ferdinand
VII, who had (temporarily) abolished slavery:

Aquí una voz: “¡Oh negros desdichados
Ya vuestros males término han tenido

 “Cuba! I will finally see you free and pure / like the light-filled air that you breathe, / like the
seething waves that you watch / kiss the sand of your beaches. / Although you are served by vile
traitors, / The viciousness of the tyrant is futile, / Not in vain between Cuba and Spain / The sea
extends its enormous billows.”W. H. Hurlbut translated the first four lines of this as “Cuba! thou
still shalt rise, as pure, as bright, / As thy free air, – as full of living light; / Free as the waves that
foam around thy strands, / Kissing thy shores, and curling o’er thy sands!”
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Ya no seréis del África arrancados
Fernando libertarlos ha querido!” (Heredia, Obra poética 157)⁷

Heredia’s sympathy for Ferdinand VII was of course not destined to last long. In
his translation of Joseph-Marie Chénier’s 1819 novel Tibère, he saw Ferdinand VII
as a spiritual heir of the Roman tyrant (Poumier 264). He also translated Victor-
Joseph-Étienne de Jouy’s 1821 play Sylla, which caused a heated dispute between
him and del Monte. Del Monte considered that the dictator was depicted in a very
positive light, where Heredia saw the dictator’s abdication. Del Monte comment-
ed as follows:

And what about el Sila [the play Sylla]? How was it represented in Mexico’s theater? And did
the voices of Prieto and Garay [Spaniards who were Mexico’s best actors] make the lines “Je
me fis dictateur: je sauvais la patrie” [I made myself dictator; I saved the fatherland] reso-
nate in their coffered republican ceilings? O imprudent friend of liberty, why are you invit-
ing imitations of the Roman dictator’s example in Tenochtitlan? Iturbide could say the
same, and so could all the usurpers. These are not the pictures that should be presented
to a newly created people. (del Monte 23, cited in Poumier 267)⁸

While del Monte, in Cuba, was “only” interested in the attainment of independ-
ence, Heredia, in already-independent Mexico, was problematizing the ruling
elite, and specifically the consolidation of political power in one person (del
Monte 23, cited in Poumier 267). On the cultural level, however, del Monte
went further: he criticized Heredia for importing foreign elite cultures. But He-
redia was attempting to create a symbiosis: he wanted to transplant the heroes
of European literature into American mythology.

Heredia was a great connoisseur of French literature. Not only did he trans-
late Florian, Millevoye, and Lamartine into Spanish, but he also directed theat-
rical adaptations in Mexico of Voltaire, Chénier, and d’Alfieri, all of them writers
deeply involved in the cultural French Revolution (Poumier 263). Meanwhile, he
also published articles in the Mexican press on Rousseau and on Victor Hugo.
Menéndez Pelayo pointed out Rousseau’s influence on Heredia early on:

 “Here is a voice: ‘O unfortunate Negroes / Your troubles have now found an end / And you
will not be ripped out of Africa / Ferdinand has wanted them liberated!’”
 “¿Y el Sila? Con qué se representó en el teatro de México; y las voces de Prieto y de Garay hi-
cieron resonar en sus republicanos artesones el Je me fis dictateur: je sauvais la patrie ? ¿A qué
invitas, oh amigo imprudente de la libertad, a imitar en Tenoxtitlán el ejemplo del dictador ro-
mano ? Iturbide también pudo decirlo y todos los usurpadores lo mismo. No son esos los cua-
dros que deben presentarse a un recién nacido pueblo.”
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We should not believe that Heredia … ought to be taken for a Romantic poet. He is part of a
different school, which was like a vague prelude, like a dim dawn of Romanticism. … His
true affiliation is obviously with that sentimental, descriptive, philanthropic, and nonphi-
losophical school that derived mainly from the prose of Jean-Jacques Rousseau and which
had distinguished members in all of the European literatures in the late eighteenth century.
(Pedraza Jiménez and Alonso Martín 104)⁹

Alongside his political and literary activities, Heredia was also interested in the
history of the New World. Columbus occupied a prominent position in his histor-
ical research; for Heredia, Columbus had given the Europeans back their inno-
cence and opened the way to revolutions and greater democracy for them.
These ideas have their roots in Rousseau and in his reflections on the state of
nature: by making it possible for Europeans to discover the “noble savage,” Co-
lumbus initiated the purification of political mores. Heredia was clearly con-
vinced by the path that Rousseau indicated for attaining the ideal state of soci-
ety, in which freedom and equality reign, in other words the state in which
actions are motivated only by the general will and an insight into the common
good. Rousseau’s path provided protection against legal inequality and against
the pernicious, civilization-produced, and historically embedded privileges of in-
dividuals and of individual social groups, but not against the demagoguery and
tyranny of such individuals and groups when they believe themselves to repre-
sent the common will. These assumptions are clearly expressed in Heredia’s
problematization of tyranny in Sylla and in his dispute with del Monte, because
in Rousseau’s conception, only those who are morally good and possessed of vir-
tue belong to the people. Thus, the political opponent is automatically morally
corrupt, because that is the only explanation for that opposition, that is to
say, the opposition to what is best for everyone. And if in fact the majority is it-
self corrupt, as in the case of Cuba’s Spanish Creole elite, then the virtuous mi-
nority is justified in using all power to help virtue to victory. The force that it uses
in such a case is only the means to helping the unfree egoist to his own true will,
to wake the citizen in him (Schulin 1989). This conviction of Heredia’s is reflected
in his yearslong struggle as one of the circle of conspirators in the society of Suns
and Rays of Bolívar.

 “no se ha de creer que Heredia … deba ser tenido por poeta romántico. Su puesto está en otra
escuela que fue como vago preludio, como aurora tenue del romanticismo. … Su verdadera fi-
liación está evidentemente en aquella escuela sentimental, descriptiva, filantrópica y afilosofa-
da que, derivada principalmente de la prosa de J. Jacobo Rousseau, tenía a fines del siglo XVIII
insignes afiliados en todas las literaturas europeas.”
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II.1.3.2 J. Levilloux: Les créoles ou la vie aux Antilles (The Creoles or Life in
the Antilles) (1835)

There is no biographical information for J. Levilloux, aside from the fact that he
is a man, referred to as “J. Levilloux of Martinique” (his first name is sometimes
given as Jules, sometimes as Joseph). His Les créoles ou la vie aux Antilles is a
historical novel, a reinterpretation of the revolutionary events of 1789 in the
French Antilles. Estève, a mulatto, becomes friends with Edmond Briolan, be-
cause they are both from Guadeloupe and both attend a prestigious French
school, the Collège de Navarre. After a certain period of time, Estève discloses
his secret, that he is not a “pureblooded white man,” to Edmond. This leads
to a dilemma: should the ethnic caste system in the colonies be accepted as it
is or broken apart?

The fact that both of the protagonists are being educated in the same estab-
lishment in the metropolis is a crucial element of the novel. In his preface,
Levilloux talks about new kinds of access to education, along with their impact
on the colonial societies:

The constant activity of the press and of the forums of the metropolises has legally won in
the Lesser Antilles what the revolution undertook to do with violence. For seventeen years,
multiple generations of Creoles who have visited the schools and universities of Europe
have, through rubbing up [against the others], lost the savage roughnesses that character-
ized them. Their contact with the brothers of the mother country has rendered them more
receptive to ideas of progress, more flexible in the hands of the legislator. The work of the
political emancipation of the colored race is done; and that race, having achieved the goal
of its ambition, has laid down the passionate bitterness that explains every state of conflict,
and it too has enjoyed the circulation of the vivifying lights of education. (preface)¹⁰

Levilloux is committed to drawing as detailed a picture of his time as he possibly
can. He addresses himself very explicitly to the European reader, to whom he
wants to convey a description of the conditions on the island after the effects
of the French Revolution, like a storm, have passed through: “The principles
of the Revolution passed like a hurricane over these lands of privileges and slav-

 “L’action constante de la presse et de la tribune des métropoles a conquis légalement dans
les Petites Antilles ce que la révolution avait entrepris avec violence. Depuis dix-sept ans, de
nombreuses générations de créoles visitant les collèges et les universités d’Europe ont perdu
par le frottement les aspérités sauvages qui distinguaient leur caractère. Elles sont devenues,
au contact des frères de la mère-patrie, plus pénétrables aux idées de progrès, plus flexibles
aux mains du législateur. L’œuvre émancipation politique de la race de couleur est accomplie;
celle-ci ayant atteint le but de son ambition dépose cette aigreur passionnée qu’explique tout
état de lutte, et chez elle aussi ont circulé les vivifiantes lumières de l’instruction.”
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ery, sowing some fertile ideas for the future and leaving a great ruin as a monu-
ment to their invasion” (Levilloux 6, cited in Toumson 190).¹¹

Levilloux insists on freeing himself of prejudices about race, etcetera, which
live on stubbornly in spite of the changed political climate: “habitual attitudes,
laborious creations of time, … still resist in social practices and in social rela-
tions, even when the political principles that should transform them already pre-
vail in the spirit” (preface).¹² But there are nevertheless some racist prejudices in
the novel, a fact that comes through in the conversation between Estève, the
mestizo, and his rival, the young white Creole Thélesfore: “Ah! If only I could
love you like a brother, mingle my fates with yours, march forever along with
you in search of the happiness that we would share like children of the same
blood” (64).¹³

Levilloux’s description of the various island population groups is also
marked by essentialist attributions and value-laden racial stereotypes. This
can be seen, for instance, in his characterization of the colonists: “intellectual
lightweights, generally uncultured, but very alive and penetrating, enthusiasts
for whatever is marvelous, disdainful of Europe’s philosophical knowledge. …
They take advantage of the nobility of whiteness” (preface).¹⁴ The free mulattos,
meanwhile, are described as ambitious beneficiaries of the new circumstances:

Born of the commerce between white men and negresses: freedmen ambitious for political
rights and social equality; men of strong passions, of a hardy nature, participating in both
the intellectual qualities of the whites and the physical vitality of the blacks, they aspire to
build, on their own behalf, on the ruins of the Creole’s privileges. (preface)¹⁵

 “Les principes de la Révolution passèrent comme un ouragan sur ces terres de privilèges et
d’esclavage, semant quelques idées fécondes pour l’avenir, et laissant une grande ruine, monu-
ment de leur invasion.”
 “Les mœurs, créations laborieuses du temps, … résistent encore dans les usages et dans les
rapports sociaux, quand les principes politiques qui doivent les transformer règnent déjà dans
les esprits.”
 “Ah! que ne puis-je vous aimer comme un frère, confondre mes destinées avec les vôtres,
marcher toujours avec vous en quête du bonheur que nous partagerions comme des enfants
du même sang.”
 “intelligences légères, en général incultes, mais vives, pénétrantes, enthousiastes du mer-
veilleux, dédaigneux des connaissances philosophiques de l’Europe. … Ils se prévalent de la no-
blesse de la couleur blanche.”
 “Nés du commerce des blancs et des négresses: affranchis ambitieux des droits politiques et
de l’égalité sociale; hommes aux passions fortes, d’une nature hardie, participant, à la fois des
qualités intellectuelles des Blancs et de la vigueur corporelle des Noirs, ils aspirent à fonder
pour leur compte, sur les ruines des privilèges du Créole.”
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About the black slaves, on the other hand, he writes:

They make up the majority, but they are ignorant, superstitious, cunning by necessity,
prone to sublime devotions and atrocious cruelties, gifted with a poetic imagination and
often joining slavery with several virtues that one is surprised to find in this state of deg-
radation. (preface)¹⁶

While the storyline would tend to imply an author who is quite critical of the sys-
tem, if we look more closely, we can see that Levilloux actually explicitly justifies
the existing conditions of slavery:

whatever his prejudices, which are vices that can be traced to his education and to the so-
cial state in which his childhood is formed, the colonist is a man of the elite who can invite
hatred, but never scorn. … The dominance [of the colonists] over the African race is shaped,
is explicable, is even justifiable to this day. (preface)¹⁷

Levilloux’s main concern is with rehabilitating the class of mulattos, but not that
of blacks. There is not, in Levilloux, any conceptual confrontation with the idea
of the citizen, along the lines of what we find in Heredia. In fact, tellingly, the
word can barely be found on the lips of Estève, the Creole protagonist. He regrets
not having supported the French mother country better, as a perfect citoyen:

There is in me an urgent need to sacrifice myself to a holy cause, to devote all of the resour-
ces of my youth and of my knowledge to the service to some cherished beings and to the
realization of some pure and generous sentiment. Such is the moral life of the young man
of our time. Happy are those who can reproduce it outside themselves! Therefore, not hav-
ing been able to make myself a useful citizen in the revolution of our beloved France, I feel
that there is, at least, even in this country, a great deal of room for devotion to the cause of
humanity. (48)¹⁸

 “Ils sont les plus nombreux; mais ignorants, superstitieux, rusés par nécessité, susceptibles
de dévouements sublimes et d’atroces cruautés, doués d’une imagination poétique et affectant
souvent l’esclavage à côté de plusieurs vertus qu’on est surpris de rencontrer dans cet état de
dégradation.”
 “quels que soient les préjugés, vices de son éducation et de l’état social où se moule son en-
fance, le colon est un homme d’élite, qui peut attirer la haine, mais jamais le mépris. … La do-
mination [des colons] sur la race africaine se conçoit, s’explique, se justifie même jusqu’à nos
jours.”
 “Il y a en moi un besoin impérieux de me sacrifier à une sainte cause, de consacrer toutes les
ressources de ma jeunesse et de mon savoir au service de quelques êtres chéris et à la réalisation
de quelque sentiment pur et généreux. Telle est la vie morale du jeune homme de notre époque.
Heureux ceux qui peuvent la reproduire au dehors! Ainsi, n’ayant pu me rendre citoyen utile
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In another context, he asks, “Will you accept us as fellow citizens, as brothers?”
(183)¹⁹ but there is no programmatic enactment of this in what follows.

If we compare how present the ideas of the French Revolution are, and how
concrete the concept of the citizen is, in the work of José María Heredia and J.
Levilloux, it turns out that they occupy a great deal of space in Heredia’s
work, while in Levilloux’s they do not appear at all. This result is definitely
symptomatic. The choice of these two authors may appear arbitrary, but their po-
litical positions are representative of the respective colonial spheres of Spain and
France. And the simple fact of dealing with the French Revolution, which is al-
ways a natural move for every writer in the French colonial sphere, does not
mean that its political philosophy is taken as an opportunity to reflect critically
on questions of colonial law.

II.2 Between Francophilia and Attempts at Autonomy:
The Formation of Postcolonial Theory and the Nineteenth
Century

Let us now juxtapose two more literary representatives of the Spanish and
French colonial spheres, looking at their respective positions with respect to
the colonial status quo. Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda and Louis de Maynard
de Queilhe are the two writers I would like to compare here. What connects
these two writers? What will a comparison of their most important novels, Sab
(1841) and Outre-mer (Overseas) (1835), bring to light? The two novels appeared
almost at the same time in the Caribbean. Maynard de Queilhe is from Martini-
que, Gómez de Avellaneda from Cuba, and they are representative examples of
the literary Creole upper class of their respective islands of origin, both of
which (unlike the Latin American mainland) were still under colonial rule at
the time. Both writers did their writing in the mother country: Gómez de Avella-
neda, the Cuban, wrote from Madrid, while Maynard de Queilhe, the Martinican,
wrote from Paris. And while Cuba became independent in 1898, Martinique was
given the status of a French overseas department (Département d’outre-mer),
which it still retains, in 1946. Even in the twenty-first century, the French Antilles
are still involved in the complications of a (post‐)colonial situation, as became
clear in 2005 when a law drafted by the National Assembly mandating that

dans la révolution de notre chère France; je sens du moins que même dans ce pays, il y a large
place pour le dévouement à la cause de l’humanité.”
 “Nous acceptez-vous pour concitoyens, pour frères?”
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the positive influence of colonialism should be taught in French schools led to
heated debates (see Glissant and Chamoiseau).

But to what extent does working with the concepts of postcolonial theory
provide a fruitful way of engaging with the Latin American literatures of the
nineteenth century? While the actual formation of nation-states on the Latin
American mainland had been completed by the end of the eighteen-twenties,
the processes of independence in the Caribbean (with the exception of Haiti,
which won its independence in 1804) continued on for much longer. If we
think of postcolonialism in purely chronological terms, it would in fact be prob-
lematic to use the concept with respect to a theoretical literary and cultural anal-
ysis of the nineteenth-century Caribbean. But it can nevertheless be helpful to
use the tools of postcolonial theory as a guide. I take my cue from the work of
Bill Ashcroft and Walter Mignolo. Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin argue that post-
colonialism should not be understood as a (historical) moment after but as a
process of confrontation with structures that are replaced by new ones, and he
therefore includes Latin America (and also the Caribbean) in his postcolonial
analyses (cf. Reinstädler, “Theatralisierung”).

First of all, I want to introduce the two novels; it will quicky become clear
that for both of them, the central question has to do with the relationship be-
tween colonizer and colonized. In the Caribbean, this relationship is shifted
onto the level of a social and ethnic master-slave issue, since the original indig-
enous population was mostly wiped out around 1492. In comparing Sab and
Outre-mer, then, I focus on the following central questions:
1. Walter Mignolo suggests that in using the terminology of “postcolonialism,”

we separate out and differentiate between the concepts of historical postco-
lonialism and epistemological postcolonialism. Epistemological postcoloni-
alism is connected to postcolonial reasoning (razón postcolonial), a mental
attitude that makes it possible to look critically at colonialism and the col-
onial heritage (Reinstädler, “Theatralisierung”; Mignolo, “La razón postcolo-
nial”). Using this logic, novels written before political independence can al-
ready include postcolonial discourses, for instance if they undermine
dichotomous hierarchies and propose a plurality of values. Can Mignolo’s in-
sight be fruitful in comparing novels that may in fact take very different po-
sitions towards the colonial situation?

2. What European discourses have the authors appropriated? In doing so, are
they claiming the cultural identity of their own islands of origin? In what
way do they reflect on the potential contradiction between emancipation
and a commitment to a Europe-oriented history of ideas? Are there certain
texts that have been particularly successful? And in what way does an inten-
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sive textual reception contribute to the breaking down or, alternately, the
consolidation of constellations of cultural hegemony?

3. Is the representation of colonial structures based on a system of binary op-
posites? And if so, does that intensify and stabilize the division between
colonized and colonizers (Castro Varela and Dhawan 85)?

4. Does the literature of the Antilles help to illustrate Edward Said’s thesis that
colonialism is always a result of imperialism (and not the other way around)
(Castro Varela and Dhawan 13 ff.)? And to what extent does literature antici-
pate political developments?

5. To what extent are stereotypes, such as the idea of the “noble savage,” then
transplanted back into the region from which they originally came?

6. Do these two texts have the characteristics that would allow them to be con-
sidered and read as foundational fictions, according to Doris Sommer’s cat-
egorization?

7. Both writers were born in the Antilles, but, as we have seen, did their writing
in the capitals of their respective mother countries (Gómez de Avellaneda in
Madrid and Maynard de Queilhe in Paris). Does this mean that they perpet-
uate the writing of colonial discourses? To what extent does this writing in-
fluence that perspective?

II.2.1 Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda: Sab (1841)

In the choice of her subject, Gómez de Avellaneda²⁰ follows Victor Hugo’s early
work Bug-Jargal (1826): Sab, a slave, falls in love with Carlota, his mistress, but
rather than becoming the romantic hero of a slave rebellion that would tear
down the social and ethnic barriers that separate him from his beloved, he choo-
ses the path of self-abnegation and passion for the sake of his love, a love that is
not really reciprocated because of the stable social order within which Carlota
lives and, what is more, a love that (as Gómez de Avellaneda, in differentiating
herself from Hugo, seems to suggest) can never really be imagined, much less
acted upon, in that society. While Hugo was writing about Saint-Domingue’s
wars of liberation after the fact, Cuba, at the time of Sab’s publication, still
had more than half a century of colonial rule ahead of it, and in fact the
book, even with its apparently “soft” criticism of the stark social reality, imme-
diately fell victim to colonial censorship. If we look at Sab’s actions against the

 Regarding Gómez de Avellaneda, see also Müller, “Transkoloniale Dimensionen”; Müller,
“Variantes de miradas.”
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background of the wars of liberation in the context of already-independent Latin
America, we can also see his self-sacrifice as a sacrifice on the altar of the
longed-for national independence, because he renounces an escalation of the so-
cial and ethnic conflicts for the sake of inner (national) unity, although that es-
calation is certainly contemplated as an option, giving us a glimmer of the basic
existence of such potential issuing from the mutually supportive relationships
among the slaves.

I also thought of taking up arms against our oppressors, arms shackled with their victims;
of throwing out among them the terrible cry of freedom and vengeance; washing myself in
the blood of the whites; trampling with my feet the cadavers and their laws and then myself
perishing among their ruins. (Gómez de Avellaneda, Sab, ed. Servera 157)²¹

Gómez de Avellaneda, however, also takes the love story extremely seriously
(note that she herself, around the same time—though with the sexes reversed
—experienced an unrequited love), and in so doing, along with the ethnic di-
mension, she also points to a gendered dimension of social oppression. The
asymmetries in the power relationships are not purely external; they are deeply
inscribed into the consciousness of human beings, and in particular also into the
consciousness of the oppressed themselves. But what is often overlooked in re-
search focused on gender is that not only does Carlota not return Sab’s unspoken
love, but for her it is in fact quite simply unthinkable to love a slave. When, on
her wedding day, she learns of Sab’s death from her deeply shaken relative
Teresa, she dismisses her bridegroom’s conjecture that Teresa had loved Sab
with the words: “Love him!—Carlota repeated—Him! A slave! … I know that
his heart is noble, good, capable of the greatest sentiments; but love, Enrique,
love is for tender and passionate hearts … like yours, like mine” (251).²²

Unlike Hugo’s Bug-Jargal and his comrades-in-arms, who care precious little
about the feelings and wills of the white women that they desire and for whom
these women are finally objects, just as they are for the white men, Sab attains a
moral and reflective depth that is incomparably more meaningful. The tradition-
al romantic pictures of the impulsive “noble savage” and the “good Negro” (bon
nègre) are revolutionized when Sab, in renouncing her, takes Carlota seriously as

 “He pensado también en armar contra nuestros opresores, los brazos encadenados de sus
víctimas; arrojar en medio de ellos el terrible grito de libertad y venganza; bañarme en sangre
de blancos; hollar con mis pies cadáveres y sus leyes y perecer yo mismo entre sus ruinas.”
 “¡Amarle! –repitió Carlota– ¡A el! ¡A un esclavo! … sé que su corazón es noble, bueno, capaz
de los más grandes sentimientos; pero el amor, Enrique, el amor es para los corazones tiernos,
apasionados … como el tuyo, como el mío.”
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a subject, without however losing sight of how much his beloved, in her percep-
tions, is governed by socially dominant thought patterns, by means of which she
subjectively internalizes her own position as an object. Thus, Sab compares his
role as a slave with the lot of woman: “Oh, women! Poor, blind victims! Just like
slaves, they patiently drag along their chains and bow their heads to the yoke of
human laws. With no other guide but their ignorant and credulous hearts, they
choose a master for their whole life” (270; emphasis mine).²³ Note the use of
the active voice: the women choose, they let themselves be led by their own un-
knowing and gullible hearts; or, to put it in the language of the Enlightenment:
their lack of responsibility is entirely their own fault!

The slave, at least, can change masters and can hope that by gathering gold, he will some
day be able to buy his freedom, but the woman, when she lifts her gaunt hands and her
ravished forehead to beg for freedom, hears the monster with the sepulchral voice shouting
at her: “In your grave!” (271).²⁴

Sab’s dilemma is grounded in the situation itself: the sensitivity of his percep-
tions, the depth of his reflection (and self-reflection) on the social power struc-
tures, which he does not at all see as a purely external force, along with the in-
credibly high moral expectations he places on himself, drive him to his own self-
sacrifice. He clearly sees the weakness of character in Carlota’s fiancé, Otway,
who, under the influence of his avaricious father, wants to cancel the already
scheduled wedding when he finds out that Carlota’s family is in a worse finan-
cial position than he expected. After an exhausting internal battle and in spite of
his expectation that she will have an unhappy marriage, Sab hands over his lot-
tery winnings to Carlota to allow her to make a free choice.

It is only after a number of sobering years of marriage, at the moment when
her relative Teresa dies in the convent, that Carlota finally sees Sab’s farewell let-
ter, not only disclosing the slave’s story to her but also, for the first time, giving
her her own history. This belated insight into the moral superiority of the slave,
who showed himself to be capable of much more than just a passionate love, fi-
nally allows the unhappily married woman to see the absurdity of her ethnic and
social prejudices. More than simply calling for a fight against external oppres-

 “¡Oh! ¡las mujeres! ¡Pobres y ciegas víctimas! Como los esclavos, ellas arrastran paciente-
mente su cadena y bajan la cabeza bajo el yugo de las leyes humanas. Sin otra guía que su co-
razón ignorante y crédulo, eligen un dueño para toda la vida.”
 “El esclavo, al menos, puede cambiar de amo, puede esperar que, juntando oro, comprará
algún día su libertad, pero la mujer, cuando levanta sus manos enflaquecidas y su frente ultra-
jada para pedir libertad, oye al monstruo de voz sepulcral que le grita: ‘En la tumba!’”
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sion, the novel targets the internal systems of power from which social, ethnic,
and sexual structural inequalities draw their stability in the first place. Sab does
not divide society up according to class warfare but is instead made into a figure
of integration for a new, united Cuban identity. It is significant that he eludes
clearcut, essentialist attributions: although he is mulatto, people have a hard
time determining what his skin color is; and although he is a man, he is
drawn with characteristics that are very feminine, particularly the fact that he
freely chooses the path of suffering, which he sees to be the lot of woman in a
patriarchal society that needs to be overcome. The choice of this path of suffer-
ing seems to me to refer back strongly to the biblical Passion story: in the same
way that Jesus of Nazareth becomes a focal point for a new religious beginning
by rejecting the zealots’ armed resistance to the foreign rule of the Romans, so
too does Sab became an integrating figure for a new national beginning. The
identity-defining project offered by Sab thus outlines the perspective of a new,
future-oriented, national consensus, which cannot take any exclusive ethnic or
gender criterias as its basis and in which it is only the Otways, as the male rep-
resentatives of a colonial gambler morality, who are (voluntarily, in the end) left
behind: for them, Cuba is only a waystation in their worldwide hunt for ever
more new riches, and they have no interest in truly and lastingly integrating
themselves there.

II.2.2 Louis de Maynard de Queilhe: Outre-mer (1835)

Maynard de Queilhe’s Outre-mer (Overseas) was written in 1835. The context was
that the ideas of the 1830 July Revolution in France were slowly spreading out
into the furthest-flung corners of France’s colonial empire. And along with the
Revolution’s ideas, questions about the abolition of slavery also profoundly af-
fected the tenor of the philosophical and political debates taking place in
Paris. The model for this was England, where abolition had already been ach-
ieved in 1835; in France, preparations were being made for the 1840 Broglie Com-
mission, which finally led to abolition in 1848.

Maynard de Queilhe was a Béké, a member of Martinique’s white Creole
upper class, which in 1835 was primarily concerned with preserving the old
order of things. Their wealth was mostly based on the successful functioning
of the plantation economy, which relied on slavery. The revolutionary ideas com-
ing from Europe were seen as a great danger by the Békés. It seemed to them as
though the nightmare of 1789 were just being repeated all over again. In his pref-
ace, Maynard de Queilhe gives the reasons for his literary testimony: “[This pres-
ent book] has two faces, one that is literary and the other political, or rather so-
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cial. … I have tried to be impartial. … I have told stories. … I don’t pretend to deny
that there is a lesson, or rather an opinion, hidden in the fable and in its reso-
lution” (I:II).²⁵

The action of the novel takes place in 1830; at the heart of it is the passion of
Marius, a mulatto, for a white Creole woman, Julie de Longuefort. Such a connec-
tion must be contrary to nature, according to Maynard de Queilhe, and can only
be explained by a corrupt upbringing: Julie grew up in the French capital and
was exposed there to the pernicious influence of romantic appeals. Her charac-
ter, therefore, lacks the clarity and consistency of the young Creoles of the “good
old times.” Marius, for his part, has only recently returned to Martinique. His cor-
rupt upbringing was due to his adoptive father, Sir William Blackchester, a phi-
lanthropist and an Englishman to boot. (Because slavery had already been abol-
ished in England in 1833, Englishmen were even more unpopular with the white
Martinicans than were the liberal French.)

Early on, Marius is aflame with political enthusiasm, strongly under the in-
fluence of European Enlightenment, and calls for revolt. The slaves, he believes,
are too passively acquiescent: “I don’t understand it at all. They are insulted, and
they lower their heads; they are beaten, and they kneel down; they are killed,
and they say thank you. What is this, good God? I come from a country where
the very beasts could teach you your human duty” (I:41).²⁶ His words almost an-
ticipate some of the later positions of négritude, to the point that he buys and
frees a black woman in order to marry. But he soon returns to reality, and it be-
comes to clear to him that they are worlds apart. Marius realizes that he can only
love a “real woman”: that is to say, a white woman.

His new realization puts Marius in a position that is diametrically opposed to
his political convictions. Torn between his hatred of whites and his love for Julie,
Marius joins a group of insurgent marrons (runaway slaves) and takes part in a
few revolts. His experiences after he returns to Martinique, however, lead him to
revise his opinion about slavery. Monsieur de Longuefort, who is white, explains
to the mulattos that the prejudices against the blacks are completely justified
(I:86; cf. Corzani II:338). And in fact, Marius is delighted by his visit to an habi-
tation, one of Martinique’s vast sugar cane plantations, a model of the old aris-
tocracy. Here he discovers how well the slaves are actually treated: so well, in

 “[Mon livre présent a] deux faces, l’une qui est littéraire, l’autre qui est politique ou plutôt
sociale. … Je me suis efforcé d’être impartial. … J’ai raconté. … Je ne prétends pas nier qu’une
leçon ou plutôt qu’un avis ne soit caché dans la fable et dans son dénouement.”
 “Je n’y comprends rien. On les insulte, ils baissent la tête; on les bat, ils s’agenouillent; on
les tue, ils remercient. Qu’est-ce que cela, bon Dieu? Mais je viens d’un pays où les bêtes pour-
raient vous enseigner votre devoir d’hommes.”
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fact, that they have almost become lords and masters themselves. They even re-
ceive a piece of land from the colonist overlord. After his visit to the habitation,
Marius rejects his revolutionary ideas from Europe.

Sure, the whip did ring out at intervals, but in the air and not on the back of the slave, and
it was just to stimulate the energies of those who had fallen asleep, or to reach the ears of
those who were furthest away. The earth was not watered with their sweat, but possibly
with the syrup that they can have at any time, and that they tend to drink diluted with
water. … He had been told that there would be many cries and moans, but he only
heard them laugh and chatter. (I:105 ff.)²⁷

The plantation, far from being the opposite of paradise, is instead an extension
of it, and the harvest time is a time of positive activity and happy singing. The
French plantation owner is generally depicted as a generous patriarch, who is
seen by his slaves as a father and who, for his part, lovingly cares for them.
He builds handsome housing for them in the countryside; they plant their
own gardens and receive medical care from the plantation’s hospital (Wogatzke,
Identitätsentwürfe 164).

So that is how blacks are portrayed in Outre-mer. Even more important, how-
ever, is the novel’s characterization of mulattos, represented in the person of the
main protagonist, Marius himself. The author endows Marius with a certain level
of intelligence, putting him almost on the level of the whites; at every possible
opportunity, however, his black background is emphasized, for example in the
form of his passionate propensity for violence, his latent barbarity, etcetera.
Thus, as the novel goes on, Marius eliminates all of Julie’s suitors, and after
he has killed the son of the Marquis de Longuefort, he exploits the blind father’s
generosity and becomes his trusted steward. There is nothing exceptional in the
fact that Marius is in love with a white woman. But the fact that a white woman
expresses her feelings for a mulatto, on the other hand, is a scandal. Julie admits
to him, as he is beating her to death: “My Marius, I loved you!” (II:376).²⁸ And at
the moment at which Monsieur de Longuefort is trying to ensure that justice pre-
vails by decapitating his daughter’s murderer—in the very moment in which Mar-
ius is baring his neck—an old black woman notices a scar and recognizes him as
the son that she once had with the Marquis himself. The virtues of the white race

 “Par intervalles certes le fouet retentissait, mais en l’air et non sur le dos de l’esclave et c’é-
tait uniquement pour exciter l’ardeur des endormis ou pour se faire entendre des plus éloignés.
La terre n’était point arrosée de leurs sueurs mais peut-être du sirop qu’on ne leur refuse en
aucun temps, et qu’ils ont l’habitude de boire délayé dans l’eau. … On lui avait annoncé beau-
coup de cris et de gémissements, et il ne les entendait que rire et jaser.”
 “Mon Marius, je t’aimais!”
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are thus confirmed on yet another level: what Julie saw as a passionate love
turns out to be the affection of a sister for her half brother. Marius, the mulatto,
on the other hand, is stigmatized in multiple ways at the end of the novel: he is
the murderer of his brother, the poisoner of his brothers-in-law, and the lover
and murderer of his sister. He is the extreme offender, who has dared to return
to his home island without respecting its rules. There is nothing left for him but
the melodramatic production of his suicide.

Marius’s fate can be summed up in the following sentence, from his own
mouth: “in a country of privileges, a brilliant education is the most disastrous
gift to a man of an inferior caste” (II:163)²⁹—the mulattos who have risen in soci-
ety and have returned from their studies in Paris infected with revolutionary
ideas are seen as the true enemies of the aristocratic order (Corzani II:341).
The novel’s conservative audience finds the confirmation of its own attitudes
in the description of Julie’s mental state, shocked as she is at the mediocrity
of Saint-Pierre’s mulattos.

This discovery was, in effect, the withering of all that past in which she had loved Marius
against the law and the customs of her country: which she, poor child, had had the weak-
ness to blame on the faith of others! Now she saw with her own eyes the mistake she had
made. Who would ever believe that Marius was an exception! And moreover, who would
dare to abolish the rule just for one exception! (II:163)³⁰

The novel shows the Creole upper class neglected by the metropolis and be-
trayed by France’s liberal constitutional July Monarchy. According to a decree
from the Colonial Council (Conseil des colonies), abolishing slavery was in fact
not really necessary from the point of view of the colonies, and the problem
was just the “philanthropic pressure” coming from Europe; the habitations, ac-
cording to this, were managed very progressively, with a gentle hand, and the lo-
cals had no wish, and were not interested in demanding any radical changes.
But because of public opinion in Europe, given the measures already taken
and the serious discussions about slavery that were constantly rekindled, with
their negative consequences for the colonies, both moral and economic, it was

 “dans un pays de privilèges, une brillante éducation est pour l’homme de la caste inférieure
le présent le plus funeste.”
 “Cette découverte, en effet, c’était la flétrissure de tout ce passé où elle avait aimé Marius
contre la règle et les usages de son pays: qu’elle, pauvre enfant! avait eu la faiblesse de blâmer
sur la foi des autres! Maintenant elle voyait de ses propres yeux quelle erreur elle avait commise.
Qui voudrait jamais croire que Marius fût une exception! Et d’ailleurs, pour une exception, qui
oserait abolir la règle!”
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no longer possible to countenance the comprehensive and lasting continuation
of slavery (cf. Gisler 129).

The ambition of Outre-mer is highly political: to convince the philanthropists
to give up all their calls for abolition and at the same time to clear the colonists
of any slander. The novel’s characterization of them as fatherly masters is intend-
ed to counteract their reputation as oppressive slave lords (Wogatzke, Identi-
tätsentwürfe 214): “They would be the first to approve of any laudable effort
that might be made for the sake of the slaves and the freedmen, as long as
their goodwill is not exploited by sacking their properties and delivering up
their lives to the Negroes’ cutlasses” (Maynard de Queilhe II:168 ff.).³¹

II.2.3 Literary Stagings of Spanish and French Colonialism

The writers Maynard de Queilhe and Gómez de Avellaneda can be seen as exem-
plars of the literary worlds of their respective islands of origin. This juxtaposition
of the two illustrates the different positions taken by intellectuals of the French
and the Spanish Caribbean with respect to colonial issues. The ideas of Gómez de
Avellaneda were near to those of del Monte’s circle, and Sab, one of the earliest
antislavery novels of the Americas (O’Brien n.p.), can be seen as belonging to the
cluster of abolitionist novels coming out of Cuba, which also includes the works
of Anselmo Suárez y Romero (1818–1878), Cirilo Villaverde (1812– 1894), and
Francisco Manzano (1797– 1853).

It is telling that there was no comparable intellectual circle in Martinique.
The few other writers from the French colonial Caribbean (not including Haiti,
independent since 1804) take a position similar to that of Maynard de Queilhe,
arguing for the preservation of the status quo. In the time period we are looking
at one could also mention J. Levilloux, whom I have already discussed, as well as
Poirié Saint-Aurèle³² and J.H.J. Coussin.³³

 “Ils seraient les premiers à seconder toute tentative louable qu’on ferait en faveur des
esclaves et des affranchis, pourvu toutefois qu’on ne profitât point de leur bonne volonté
pour saccager leurs propriétés et livrer leur vie au coutelas des Nègres.”
 Jean Pierre Aurèle Poirié, known as Poirié Saint-Aurèle, was a plantation owner and poet
from Guadeloupe. He was born in British Antigua in 1795, during his family’s short period of
exile there, and died in Guadeloupe in 1855.
 Aside from his birth and death dates, the only biographical information that is known about
the writer J.H.J. Coussin (Guadeloupe 1773– 1836) is that he was a writer in Guadeloupe’s royal
law court.
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While Outre-mer affirms the existing colonialist discourses, what we find in
Sab is a clearly anticolonial position, which can also be described using the con-
cept of epistemological postcolonialism, mentioned above. And yet, in spite of
these clear differences between the social politics of Gómez de Avellaneda’s
and Maynard de Queilhe’s novels, they are very close together in their literary
orientation, both of them drawing on French Romanticism. Marius, as a romantic
hero, is caught in an existential dualism that can be traced back to the influence
of Victor Hugo, who was a friend of Maynard de Queilhe’s. In his famous preface
to Cromwell, Victor Hugo touches on the genuine ambivalence of human nature:

“Thou art twofold, thou art made up of two beings, one perishable, the other immortal, one
carnal, the other ethereal, one enslaved by appetites, cravings and passions, the other
borne aloft on the wings of enthusiasm and reverie—in a word, the one always stooping
toward the earth, its mother, the other always darting up toward heaven, its fatherland.”
(“Preface to Cromwell”)³⁴

In Outre-mer, Longuefort assigns this double nature to Marius, the mulatto, in a
racist way: “Remember that the mulatto was not a man like other men. He was
like those powerful places in nature full of precipices, poisonous plants, and
treacherous animals, but which are nevertheless where you have to go to find
the universe’s most valuable marvels” (II:16).³⁵

In a certain sense, Marius can be said to partake of what Homi Bhabha de-
scribes as mimicry, because he can only ever be a partial representation of the
colonial master. There is no noble savage to be found in Maynard de Queilhe.
Anything that is noble is confined to the beauty of white women, who are of
course not “savage.” And while the representations of nature are very positive,
the author explains in the preface that because of the tense political situation,
Antillean literature could no longer offer exotic images of nature as a place of
refuge. Sab, on the other hand, does have some of the traits of the noble savage.
As the archetype of the romantic hero, he also corresponds to the social-roman-
tic dimensions of readings of Victor Hugo.

 “‘Tu es double, tu es composé de deux êtres, l’un périssable, l’autre immortel, l’un charnel,
l’autre éthéré, l’un enchaîné par les appétits, les besoins et les passions, l’autre emporté sur les
ailes de l’enthousiasme et de la rêverie, celui-ci enfin toujours courbé vers la terre, sa mère,
celui-là sans cesse élancé vers le ciel, sa patrie’” (Hugo, “Préface de Cromwell,” cited in
Maignan-Claverie 250).
 “Le mulâtre, il ne faut pas l’oublier, ce n’était pas un homme comme un autre. C’était une
image de ces fortes natures où les précipices, les plantes vénéneuses et les animaux malfaisants
abondent, mais où néanmoins on doit aller chercher les merveilles les plus estimées de cet uni-
vers.”
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In the case of Gómez de Avellaneda, the reliance on French precedents
means a turning away from the literary production of Spain, her mother country,
and therefore also a kind of emancipation, which of course also has to do with
the omnipresence of French Romanticism at the time. Marius and Sab both em-
body basic features of Romantic mythology. While Sab represents the positively
marked superhero, however, Marius is the “rebellious Satan” (Maynard de
Queilhe II:16), the “product of the love between heaven and earth” (I:350; Mai-
gnan-Claverie 251). In these two novels, therefore, the reception of the same lit-
erary model, namely French Romanticism, is developed with completely differ-
ent effects: in Outre-mer constellations of cultural hegemony are reinforced,
while in Sab they are cracked open.

In Outre-mer, the depiction of colonial structures is based on a system of bi-
nary oppositions: the novel works with descriptions of essentialist identities, di-
viding the world into good whites and bad blacks, and the mulattos represent
the dangerous and problematic intermediate position between these two
poles. This representation deepens segregation and solidifies colonial structures.
In Sab, meanwhile, we also find binary structures, especially with respect to eth-
nic backgrounds. But while its attributions of identity are likewise essentialist,
the very positively marked figure of the slave Sab is such a strongly unifying
force that, as with Cirilo Villaverde’s Cecilia Valdés, the process of transcultura-
tion can allow something to develop that is truly new.³⁶ This function of Sab’s is
also connected to the fact that the novel can be read as a foundational fiction (in
the sense developed by Doris Sommer). It is not for nothing that it belongs to the
constitutive canon of Cuba’s national literature. And even putting aside the issue
that Martinique never did become an independent nation, the novels of the nine-
teenth-century French Antilles could not take on any such function. Both Outre-
mer and Sab anticipate political developments. With its emotional appeal and
the shock that its self-sacrifice produces in the reader, Sab had a very sizable his-
torical effect. After being banned for thirty years, the novel was finally published
in a revolutionary Cuban newspaper and then immediately became a part of the
struggle for independence and the abolition of slavery.

 On Cecilia Valdés, see Ette, “Cirilo Villaverde”; Ortiz. On transculturalism, which I have al-
ready mentioned several times, see in particular Lüsebrink’s explanations, which also explicitly
cite Fernando Ortiz. Lüsebrink’s focus on the interconnective approach is very instructive here:
“The term ‘transculturalism’ … serves to denote plural cultural identities, which arise from the
high degree of interconnectedness and intertwining of many contemporary cultures.” (“Der Be-
griff Transkulturalität … dient zur Bezeichnung pluraler kultureller Identitäten, die durch die
hochgradige Vernetzung und Verflechtung vieler Kulturen der Gegenwart entstanden sind.”)
(Lüsebrink, Interkulturelle Kommunikation 17).
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As I mentioned earlier, one of the main things that these two authors have in
common is that while they were both born in the Antilles, they both also left and
did their writing from the capital of their respective mother countries, placing
them in an intermediate space. In the case of Outre-mer, it becomes clear within
the text itself that as particular ideas and theories of the metropolises are trans-
lated to the colonies, they are subjected to processes of hybridization in the
course of their rearticulation within the imperial domain (Castro Varela and Dha-
wan 89): the revolutionary ideas of the book’s protagonist, Marius, arise in Paris,
the center of France’s colonial power, and cannot be realized or carried out in
the colony itself.

In the case of Gómez de Avellaneda, these issues show up not within the
text, on the level of the plot, but rather when we look at how the text uses its
literary models. For this Cuban writer, the in-between-ness of her situation is
much more complex: it is from the outside and from a distance that she inscribes
herself and her literature into the fight for political emancipation and, to a cer-
tain degree, cultural emancipation as well.What we see in her work is that when
the categories, models, and discourses of identity that are available all come
from the very center from which one is trying to differentiate oneself,³⁷ the at-
tempt to establish a non-European identity often creates a kind of tension that
cannot simply be eliminated through a dialectical synthesis.

With respect to both Maynard de Queilhe and Gómez de Avellaneda, we can
say that whatever the motivation for their exile to the mother country, and no
matter how strongly they might identify with the colonial power or former colo-
nial power, every postcolonial position taken and act of self-determination has to
involve a conceptual balancing act because of the mother country’s discursive
dominance over the colonies. And while relationships to the respective colonial
powers of France and Spain are addressed and dealt with very differently in the
work of these two authors, there are some extremely revealing similarities in the
colonial relationships: while models and ideas from the mother country are re-
produced and repeated in the colony, they can never be identical to the supposed
original. The process of translation—the duplication but within a different con-
text—necessarily carves out a gap in the apparent original, such that colonialism
itself fragments the identity and authority of the colonizers. The colonizer re-
quires the colonized to take on the external forms of the ruling power and to in-
ternalize its values and norms. Bhabha’s concept of mimicry is therefore also an

 In the text corpus presented in this book, this holds true not only for Gómez de Avellaneda
but also for Eugenio María de Hostos, discussed in section II.3.3.
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expression of the European civilizing mission,³⁸ which took as its objective the
transformation of the colonized culture according to the colonizers’ ideals,
though it must also be said that in the first half of the nineteenth century, Fran-
ce’s model was more successful than Spain’s.

Finally, as a conclusion to these concrete findings, it is also worth taking a
quick look at the theoretical metalevel: the toolkit of postcolonial theorization
provides crucial insights for the identification of the political stances that are
taken towards the colonial status quo through literature, but it will also become
clear that the vocabulary of postcolonialism also runs the risk of producing over-
ly schematic results. The defining characteristic of the Caribbean literatures, with
which chapter III concerns itself, cannot be grasped using a binary of center ver-
sus periphery, nor does a focus on a so-called third space allow for an under-
standing of the complex in-between-ness that cannot simply be dissolved in a
further, third dimension.

II.3 Spatial Dynamics and Colonial Positioning

Know ye the land of the cedar and vine,
Where the flowers ever blossom, the beams ever shine;
Where the light wings of Zephyr, oppress’d with perfume,
Wax faint o’er the gardens of Gúl in her bloom;
Where the citron and olive are fairest of fruit,
And the voice of the nightingale never is mute;
Where the tints of the earth, and the hues of the sky,
In colour though varied, in beauty may vie?

(Lord Byron, The Bride of Abydos, Canto the First, cited in Bergeaud trans. Hossman 7)

This romantic praise of nature, a quotation from Lord Byron, can be found at the
beginning of Stella, a novel published in 1859 by the Haitian writer Émeric Ber-
geaud (Byron, whom we have already mentioned, was already heavily canonized
in his own time). Lord Byron’s poem in turn, at least in its first line, quotes di-
rectly from Goethe’s “Mignon.”Why is it that Caribbean writers take descriptions

 Jürgen Osterhammel (826) has pointed out that the concept of civilization can only make
sense in inextricable tension with its opposite: civilization reigns where barbarity or savagery
has been conquered; civilization needs its opposite in order to remain recognizable. If barbarity
were to disappear from the world, then we would have no standard of measurement with which
to satisfy the civilized world’s aggressively self-satisfied or defensively anxious need for valida-
tion. The less-civilized are necessary as an audience for the great spectacle of civilization.
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of Italian nature by German or English poets and transfer them to Haiti in order
to extol what is supposedly their “own”?³⁹

The spatial tension that is thereby generated in this novel, the first novel of
Haiti, still a very young state and therefore in an explicitly postcolonial situation,
directly evokes the central question I will be addressing in the following: namely,
what are the spatial dynamics that underlie the nineteenth-century texts that
emerged from a specifically colonial or postcolonial situation? Or, more concrete-
ly: to what extent can a look at the staging of spatial dynamics in literary texts
from a variety of colonial spheres contribute to the comparative research on col-
onialism? Using this approach, the first thing that becomes apparent is a para-
digm shift from a spatial history to a history of movement (cf. Ette, Zusammen-
LebensWissen 16).

In order to make sure that our investigation is as representative as possible,
we will hear from three literary exemplars from a variety of Caribbean colonial
areas. I will be foregrounding the novel I cited above, Stella (1859), by the Haitian
writer Émeric Bergeaud. In addition, we will also look briefly at Outre-mer, by
Louis de Maynard de Queilhe and published in 1835, which has already been in-
troduced, and La peregrinación de Bayoán (The pilgrimage of Bayoán), from
1863, by the Puerto Rican writer Eugenio María de Hostos. This gives us three voi-
ces from three very different colonial spheres: Bergeaud, from Haiti, which has
gained its independence from France, contrasts with Maynard de Queilhe, a writ-
er from the French colony of Martinique, which never became independent. Hos-
tos, finally, as a representative of the Spanish colonial sphere, is the only one of
the three who, even just from the point of view of the language, is situated in a
context in which the pursuit of independence had a completely different mean-
ing than what it had in the French colonial empire; the Caribbean islands, after
all, were the last dependent American enclaves of Spain, the mother country
(Madre Patria España). Simply looking at it from a historical viewpoint, there-
fore, Stella is the only one of these novels that can be considered part of a post-
colonial situation.We will also need to examine here whether and to what extent
the two other novels, which were both written before independence was ach-
ieved, can be read in the light of Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin’s procedural un-
derstanding of the postcolonial.

The following analyses of the three novels will, on the one hand, concentrate
on the novels’ respective conceptions of space and their dynamics, taking into
consideration the fact that spaces are culturally constituted or outright produced
(in the sense of a pragmatic cultural concept of space); and, on the other, exam-

 For the following remarks cf. Müller, “‘Une misérable petite île!’”
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ine how they position themselves with respect to the colonial status quo. I will
also look at possible interactions between these two phenomena. And in addi-
tion to these central questions, I will also be looking at an overarching issue
that arises here: although it is not new to talk about a “spatial turn,” my remarks
in the following use this turn in the historical sciences, first noticed in the nine-
teen-sixties, as well as the “topographical turn” in the cultural sciences, as an
occasion to explore the staging of spatial dynamics in nineteenth-century texts.⁴⁰

I will also use this sharper focus on the staging of spatial dynamics to reex-
amine the assumption that the nineteenth century was a century defined by
time. There is a long-established presumption that the supremacy of the spatial
perspective was increasingly superseded by a temporal perspective, starting with
the developmental and progress-oriented paradigm of the eighteenth-century
Enlightenment; this is only strengthened by the colonialist conceptions of devel-
opment, in conjunction with the nineteenth century’s progress-related historical
notions (Bachmann-Medick 212). The “topographical turn” is based on the expe-
rience of a break in the established equation of cultural identity with national
territory or, to follow Benedict Anderson, the imagination of territorial spaces
as homogenous spaces. This experience of a break is concentrated in the figure
of displacement, which has taken the place of conventional concepts about mi-
gration such as exile and diaspora (Weigel 156).

Although the project of “cultural identity” already existed as a conceptual
construct in the nineteenth century, it still seems to make sense, with texts
from that time, to expect a literary arrangement that conveys precisely this equa-
tion of cultural identity with national territory. Thus, defenders of the “spatial
turn” acknowledge that an age of imperialism necessarily involves a confronta-
tion with the idea of space. And yet, from their point of view, this does not take
into account an understanding of space in the sense of the “spatial turn,” be-
cause it primarily concerns static structures and space as a purely physical mass.

The privileging of time in the nineteenth century seems particularly active in
literary texts from Latin America and the Caribbean, where Chateaubriand was
extremely popular. His omnipresent historical-chronological grounding is epito-
mized in his famous sentence from his Memoirs from beyond the Tomb: “I have
found myself between two centuries as at the junction between two rivers; I have
plunged into their troubled waters, regretfully leaving behind the ancient strand

 This is therefore not a systematic implementation of new categories, in the sense of a Kuh-
nian paradigm shift. For an overview of the state of the study of nineteenth-century American
literature, with special regard to the series of field redefinitions that have taken place over
the past two decades and have been consistently described as “turns,” whether transnational,
hemispheric, postnational, spatial, temporal, postsecular, aesthetic, or affective, see Blum.
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where I was born and swimming hopefully towards the unknown shores where
the new generations will land” (5).⁴¹ It is an intense experience of time that is
expressed here and, specifically, the prevailing feeling that the good ancien ré-
gime is in decline. Before I turn to the novels themselves, let me just say that I
am primarily concerned here with interpretations of three texts that are represen-
tative of their respective colonial spheres, and that in these interpretations I
focus on spatial dynamics, the positioning of the novels vis-à-vis the colonial sta-
tus quo, and the interaction between these two phenomena. In a broader con-
cluding discussion, then, I will also look briefly at the question of the overarch-
ing scholarly paradigm and address its applicability here.

II.3.1 Émeric Bergeaud: Stella (1859)

In writing Stella, Émeric Bergeaud (1818– 1858) produced independent Haiti’s
first novel. The story takes place between 1789 and 1804, a time of political up-
heaval including the French Revolution and the abolition of slavery that radical-
ly changed the former island of Hispaniola and led the country into a long strug-
gle for freedom as an independent nation.⁴² Bergeaud employs the form of a
fictionalized historiography, infused with elements of a tradition of poetic alle-
gory, to describe the time of the wars of independence, using the example of
the brothers Romulus and Remus as well as the figure of Stella, a personification
of freedom, ending in a glorifying final scene in which he sings the praises of
Haiti as a unified nation (Thiem 57). Marie l’Africaine, the mother, from the shel-
ter of her little hut, tells her two sons, who have different skin colors, about their
original roots: Romulus is the son of an African tribal chief, who was killed in a
war in Africa; because he could no longer protect his village from the slave trad-
ers, the remaining members of the tribe were sold into slavery overseas. Romu-
lus, therefore, conceived in Africa but born in the colony of Saint-Domingue,
symbolizes the African origins of the Haitian population. Remus, on the other
hand, is the result of Marie’s rape by the plantation owner. His skin, therefore,
is lighter than his brother’s, and he stands as a symbol for the mulattos (61).

The treatment of space in the novel is immediately noticeable as a structur-
ing framework. Because of how certain aspects of the content are attached to cer-
tain realms, a variety of different spaces arise that are characterized by their re-

 “Je me suis rencontré entre deux siècles comme au confluent de deux fleuves; j’ai plongé
dans leurs eaux troublées, m’éloignant avec regret du vieux rivage où je suis né nageant avec
espérance vers une rive inconnue” (Chateaubriand, Mémoires 1047).
 In my comments about Stella I am guided by Annegret Thiem’s analysis (61 ff.).
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spective semantic unity and therefore also delimitation. These spaces are, pri-
marily, places, in the sense of geographical areas, which can be both concrete
places with an extraliterary referent, such as for example Haiti, Paris, and Africa,
and accessible places that have no direct extraliterary referent. Mountains, cities,
and forests, for instance, are certainly places that are accessible to our field of
experience, but in the text they represent a mixture of possible and fictional pla-
ces, which means that they do not refer to anything outside of the text and that
their spatial extension in our imagination is a purely intra-literary manifestation.
Annegret Thiem sees the text as a whole as divisible, with the help of graphic
fields, into five spheres or spaces that make it possible to understand the action
of the story within a spatial structure; these five spheres are:
1. Saint-Domingue/Haiti: the homeland (patrie);
2. Europe/France/Paris: the mother country (mère-patrie);
3. battlegrounds: cities, forts, and fortifications (villes, fort, fortification);
4. natural spaces: mountains, woods, caves, rivers (montagne, bois, grotte, riv-

ière); and
5. Africa.

The relationships among the various spaces are highly variable: there is a fun-
damental spatial opposition between the two spheres of Saint-Domingue/Haiti
and Europe, which influence each other, refer to extra-literary places, and
make it possible for figures to cross borders. On the other hand, in the spaces
of Saint-Domingue/Haiti and of montagne, bois, grotte, rivière, the extraliterary
and the intra-literary intermix, in a relationship of mutual influence (72). But
the two spaces cannot possibly come into direct contact with each other.⁴³ The
African sphere, though it has far-reaching consequences for the other spaces,
shows no movement beyond Marie l’Africaine’s original border crossing; this
sphere is otherwise characterized by its static nature. The first sphere, that of
Saint-Domingue/Haiti, has a double dimension: in most of the book, it functions
as the space of colonial Saint-Domingue, but in the last two chapters it comes to
fruition as the independent nation of Haiti. In the last chapter, the borders be-
tween the individual spheres become porous, thus allowing the spaces to inter-
connect with each other. They are synthesized here into one new, common space,
the Haitian nation. Thus, the novel’s spatial structure serves as a textual support

 In talking about the battleground, Thiem speaks of a “third space” (64). But in the light of
how the term has been shaped by Homi Bhabha, I would just call this an “intermediate space,”
without however meaning the postcolonial “in-between” in this case.
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for the nation’s founding myth as well as anticipating that nation’s hybrid and
syncretistic character (64).

The territorial beauty of what is later to become the national space is deci-
sive for the cultural positioning here. This is why Bergeaud, in describing the col-
ony of Saint-Domingue, quotes Byron’s and Goethe’s paradisiac images, in order
to emphasize the claim to the founding space that is yet to be established (68).
The hymn of praise to nature is introduced with elements of romantic fairy tale
structure: “In a fortunate land, at the heart of a captivating and lavishing envi-
ronment …” (Bergeaud trans. Hossman 7).⁴⁴ The audience is called upon directly
to visit this island and allow itself to take in the influence of its natural beauty
(Thiem 68). But the crucial element here is the omnipresence of knowledge
about Western culture, according to which this beautiful nature must still be
tamed and civilized. This, too, finally comes to pass in the final chapter, in
which the foundations of civilization constitute the bedrock on which the nation
can be formed (69).

They know that one can only be truly happy via the soul and achieve strength with intel-
ligence, and that these sublime faculties can only be developed after contact with civiliza-
tion. Civilization does not exclude; it attracts rather than repels. It is through it that human
bonds must be constructed. Thanks to its all-powerful influence, soon there will be no
blacks, no whites, no yellows, no Africans, no Europeans, no Asians, no Americans, but
only brothers. Civilization dispels, with all its light, barbarity when it wishes to hide.Wher-
ever barbarity, in its dying voice, counsels war, civilization advocates for peace. When the
word hate is uttered, civilization answers love. (Bergeaud trans. Hossman 201)⁴⁵

This rigorous orientation towards European values means that the African
sphere remains a place of memory alone (cf. Thiem 76)⁴⁶: Thiem emphasizes,
rightly, that here the actual civilizational values for establishing a cultural iden-
tity are directly connected to the European value system, and that the African
space is therefore reduced from the status of a dynamic field of action to the

 “Sur une terre fortunée, au sein d’une nature séduisante et prodigue de ses dons les plus
précieux …” (Bergeaud, Stella 1).
 “Ils savent qu’on n’est réellement heureux que par l’âme, fort que par l’intelligence, et que
ces facultés sublimes ne se développent qu’au contact de la civilisation. La civilisation n’est pas
exclusive; elle attire au lieu de repousser. C’est par elle que doit s’opérer l’alliance du genre hu-
main. Grâce à sa toute-puissante influence, il n’y aura bientôt sur la terre ni noirs, ni blancs, ni
jaunes, ni Africains, ni Européens, ni Asiatiques, ni Américains: il y aura des frères. Elle poursuit
de ses lumières la barbarie qui se cache. Partout où celle-ci, de sa voix mourante, conseille la
guerre, la civilisation prêche la paix; et quand retentit le mot haine, elle répond amour” (Ber-
geaud, Stella 324).
 This is not, however, a place of memory in Pierre Nora’s sense.
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purely imaginary status of a memory that has become static. This memory is one-
dimensional and does not convey any movement. The author uses this national
myth to attempt to lead Haiti out of the position of the Other and into the ranks
of Western nations. In Stella, nation building takes place as an allegorical spati-
alization of historical time and events (Thiem 76). Its allegorical character ex-
presses itself above all in the abstract figures, thus reinforcing the static and re-
duced image of the spatial configurations.

II.3.2 Maynard de Queilhe: Outre-mer (Overseas) (1835). Or: Creole Lianas

This brings us now to the representative from the French colonial sphere, May-
nard de Queilhe, from Martinique. As is the case for most writers from the French
Antilles, we have almost no exact biographical information about Maynard de
Queilhe. What we do know is that he lived in Paris for a while, where he
wrote his novel Outre-mer,⁴⁷ and that he was friends with Victor Hugo. There
are some indications as well that his family sought political exile in Martinique
after the French Revolution.

The long preface to Outre-mer, which contains a kind of ethnographic intro-
duction, is revealing. It becomes clear that the Creole upper class is perfectly ca-
pable of identifying its spatial affiliation. Maynard de Queilhe expresses it this
way: “The colonists only think of themselves as travelers in a land of exile;
they always have their wings half-spread, ready to return to their former home-
land” (Maynard de Queilhe I:13).⁴⁸ At the most, we might be able to detect a spa-
tial indecisiveness with regard to the audience of the book: “There are, therefore,
many things in this book which will seem strange, whether to the people of the
country where I am or to the people of the country where you are” (I:12).⁴⁹ Alien-
ation on both sides of the Atlantic? Not really, because in each case he is talking
about the French or, respectively, Creole upper class.

Within the fiction of Outre-mer, it is the spatial positioning of the class of
free mulattos that is thematized. Marius, the protagonist, is presented as being
homeless; or, more precisely, he considers England, the country of his philan-
thropic adoptive father, to be his own spiritual fatherland:

 For a short summary of the contents of the novel, please see section II.2.2.
 “Les colons ne se considèrent que comme des passagers sur une terre d’exil; ils ont toujours
les ailes entrouvertes, pour regagner leur ancienne patrie.”
 “Il est ensuite beaucoup de choses de ce livre qui paraîtront étranges, tantôt aux personnes
du pays où je suis, tantôt aux personnes du pays où vous êtes.”
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But for me to abandon my fatherland [England], not the one where I first saw the light of
day [Martinique], a terrible day, which I curse and would be happy to return; no, the father-
land of my soul, where I grew up, where I was happy and free, where my intelligence was
enriched and developed; to my eternal damnation, as I recognize now.Why is there an is-
land called Martinique? Why am I here instead of somewhere else? (I:43)⁵⁰

While no scenes in the novel are actually set in England, the tension of the Eng-
land-France-Martinique triangle pervades the entire novel, with Marius undergo-
ing a purification process along the exact lines of the hero of a classical bil-
dungsroman: from the youthful hero in postrevolutionary Paris, inspired by
philosophy and revolution, to the more jaded, disillusioned advocate of the aris-
tocratic, prerevolutionary system of slavery and the plantation economy.

The novel takes place in three geographical settings: Martinique, the colony;
France, the mother country (mère-patrie); and the ship, which is clearly bound
for the French mother country. The ship’s focus on its destination and the
straightness of its route, however, only emphasize the bipolarity between mother
country and colony. This spatial bipolarity is also reflected in the textual space:
first, on the level of the constellations of protagonists, namely good Creoles, bad
blacks, and the supposedly noble mulatto who is unmasked in the end as a re-
bellious Satan; and second, on the level of the book’s literary role models, be-
cause the author’s reliance on Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, Victor Hugo, and
George Sand is everywhere in evidence, in the sense of René Girard’s mimetic
theory or, to use the vocabulary of postcolonical theory, as mimicry.⁵¹ It is not
for nothing that Maynard de Queilhe’s mimetic proceedings have been compared
to the behavior of the tropical climbing liana (Bongie, Islands and Exiles 319).
Lianas shoot into the air without branching; the colonial offshoots cluster
around the mother plant.

The bipolar spatial structure that is found in Outre-mer is also underscored
by Martinique’s function as an island.⁵² This takes place in the context of a con-

 “Mais, moi, abandonner ma patrie, non celle où j’ai reçu le jour, jour affreux, que je maudis
et que je suis prêt à rendre; mais celle de mon âme, où j’ai grandi, où j’ai été heureux et libre, où
mon intelligence s’est enrichi et développée; pour ma damnation éternelle, je le reconnais à
cette heure. Pourquoi existe-t-il une île appelée Martinique? pourquoi suis-je ici plutôt qu’autre-
part?”
 The fact that the literature of the nineteenth-century French Antilles—which Patrick Chamoi-
seau and Raphaël Confiant call “doudouist literature”—lacks originality has already become al-
most a cliché of Franco-Caribbean literary studies. But this observation does not in any way de-
tract from the wealth of cultural history that is transmitted through a careful analysis of the
process of copying.
 On the island function, see also III.6.
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temporary trend in island motifs: as with the Île de Bourbon (actually Réunion
Island) in George Sand’s Indiana and the Île de France (in other words, Mauri-
tius) in Bernardin de Saint-Pierre’s Paul et Virginie, Martinique is characterized
here by an island semantics of isolation and exile (Ette, “Von Inseln” 143).

II.3.3 Eugenio María de Hostos: La peregrinación de Bayoán (The Pilgrimage
of Bayoán) (1863). Or: A Pilgrim in the Mangroves

Going to Cuba, to Darién, from Darién to Peru, from Peru to Mexico, from Mexico to Hava-
na … and staying in Nuevitas to go to Cat Island (San Salvador de Colón, the Indian Gua-
nahani) and then, when I return, visiting my friends, … and with all this effort preparing
myself for my pilgrimage to Europe. (Hostos, Peregrinación I:108)⁵³

This quotation, out of the mouth of the homeless protagonist in La peregrinación
de Bayoán, is a pronouncement of a programmatic nature. Significantly, the
novel was confiscated by the Spanish authorities shortly after its appearance.
This may have been because of the text’s anti-Spanish goals and because of
the rebellion of the Antilles against the oppression of the Spanish nation,
both of which Hostos makes explicit in his novel. The political dimension of
the novel is the utopia of a search for a universal Caribbean identity (Thiem 184).

To leave! In order to find a way to make my unhappy Boriquen happy, to set an example,
and to prepare for the emergence of a country that I do not yet have? … To leave … ! But
where to? To travel through continental America, to think about its future and to provoke
it? To Europe, in order to convince it that America is the predestined site for a future civ-
ilization? … I will leave. (Hostos, Peregrinación I:149)⁵⁴

In an obvious allusion to Christopher Columbus’s travel journals, the novel, writ-
ten in the form of a diary, begins with notations for October 12th, the day of Co-
lumbus’s discovery of America.⁵⁵ The young Puerto Rican Bayoán, whose name

 “ir a Cuba, al Darién, del Darién al Perú; del Perú al Méjico; de Méjico a La Habana … y en
Nuevitas quedarme para ir a Cat Island (San Salvador de Colón, indiana Guanahaní) y al volver,
visitar a los amigos, … que en tanto empeño tiene en que me prepare, para mi peregrinación a
Europa.”
 “¡Partir! ¿Para encontrar los medios de hacer feliz a mi infeliz Boriquen, para dar el ejemplo,
y preparar el advenimiento de una patria que hoy no tengo? … ¡Partir … ! ¿adónde? ¿A viajar por
la América continental, a pensar en su porvenir y a provocarlo? ¿A Europa, a convencerla de que
América es el lugar predestinado de una civilización futura? … Partiré.”
 It is not an accident that Bayoán’s travels do not start with some beginning point but instead
take Columbus’s discovery document as their basis. The figure of Columbus, as presented by
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is borrowed “from the first native of Boriquen who doubted the Spaniards’ im-
mortality” (according to Hostos, in the novel’s guide to names), leaves his
home island by ship with the goal, at first only vaguely formulated, of visiting
the Caribbean islands and the Latin American mainland (Thiem 186). Bayoán re-
cords some notes while on board. In this novel, the ship, unlike in Outre-mer,
represents a kind of threshold space. It can be seen as a vehicle that crosses
the boundaries of timeframes, transporting the protagonist from one level to an-
other, thus allowing an oscillation between timeframes and spaces: “The wind
pushed the frigate, and the frigate walked the way that I walk, pushed by a
wind about which I still do not know whether it leads to port” (Hostos, Peregri-
nación I:192).⁵⁶

Bayoán is torn back and forth between the Antilles and Spain (and wants to
prove his strength to Spain); his inner struggle has to do with the future direction
of his life (Thiem 199). This ever-present conflict and process of initiation leads
him to develop his consciousness, so that at the end, he, who was homeless,
clearly realizes where his voyage is going to lead: “America is my homeland”
(América es mi patria; Hostos, Peregrinación I:355; cf. Thiem 199). Bayoán’s pil-
grimage structures the literary space: “I am a man wandering in a desert, and
you [addressing his homeland] are my only oasis. I am a pilgrim. … Must I
make this pilgrimage? Well then, onward!” (Hostos, Peregrinación I:18).⁵⁷ His voy-
age appears as a multidimensional search, an expression of openness but also of
foreignness; the pilgrimage motif includes being oriented towards a goal but also
the idea of the journey as the goal. This results in a circular structure that is often
broken.

In taking on the pilgrimage as a literary element that structures space, the
open status of the pilgrimage is constitutive: the construction, institutionaliza-
tion, and functionalization of the system of the pilgrimage are subject to evolu-
tionary dynamics that are linked, to varying degrees of looseness or strictness, to
the developments of the overarching functional religious system (Hassauer 19).
In the transmission of the medieval pilgrimage motif, the idea of sacrifice is cer-

Hostos, is in a constant state of flux: on the one hand, Hostos emphasizes Columbus’s impor-
tance (particularly with respect to his concern with fulfilling a civilizing mission, opening Amer-
ica up to Europeans, and saving the continent from darkness and savagery); on the other, Hostos
definitely also problematizes the negative side of the arrival of the Europeans. Richard Rosa
makes it clear that Bayoán cannot take sides either for or against the figure of Columbus.
 “El viento empujaba a la fragata, y la fragata andaba como ando yo, empujado por un viento
que aún no sé si lleva a puerto.”
 “Yo soy un hombre errante en un desierto, y mi único oasis eres tú [se está dirigiendo a su
patria]. Yo soy un peregrino… ¿Necesito peregrinar? Pues, ¡adelante!”
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tainly uppermost, and that is what we see reflected in Bayoán, on a political
level. Although I cannot claim that Hostos had read the works of Hegel or
Nietzsche, the novel was produced in the context of the modern critique of sac-
rifice, in an environment that was critical towards religion and in which Anselm
of Canterbury’s satisfaction theory of atonement, which formed the basis of the
Christian doctrine of sacrifice, had gained a political dimension. This is also how
Bayoán’s pilgrimage should be interpreted, because he has to make a sacrifice
for the freedom of the Spanish colonies by undertaking the arduous journey
through the Caribbean archipelago, Latin America, and Europe. And it is not
for nothing that the structure of the circle is what the pilgrimage motif makes
into the central structure here, given that Hostos’s allusion to Columbus’s log-
book is so crucial. It was after all the return to his starting point in Europe
(and the honor he was given there by the Catholic monarchs) that gave meaning
and legitimacy to Columbus’s voyage of discovery, with its first stop in the An-
tilles.

Pilgrimage is a very fundamental literary motif in the nineteenth century.
The single greatest bestseller of that time was Lord Byron’s Childe Harold’s Pil-
grimage. A Romaunt; as I have already mentioned in the context of Bergeaud
and Heredia, Byron was extremely popular, and with the publication of Childe
Harold in 1812, 1816, and 1818, Byron became famous overnight. The protagonists
of such canonical novels as Jorge Isaacs’s María and José Mármol’s Amalia can
be found reading the book. How can we explain this fashion trend? Is it the ro-
mantic symbol per se of an unbridled yearning for freedom? The sublime image
of the ocean: unlimited, timeless, not subject to humankind? (Post)colonial re-
ception theory offers us the following possible interpretation: Byron explains Ire-
land’s “oriental status” first through its subjugation to England and secondly by
ascribing the attributes of “wildness, tenderness and originality” to Ireland
(Ogden 117). This combination may have been what fostered the large number
of references to Byron among Latin American and Caribbean authors; Hostos
himself expressed a deep admiration for Byron. He was finally less interested
in freedom, which only concerned Puerto Rico, than in sketching out a complete
Spanish-American project that included the beginnings of an Antillean confeder-
ation. Although the clearly political dimension, transmitted in particular through
the option of sacrifice, belongs to an earlier century, the pilgrimage motif can
definitely be read as an early form of nomadism, à la Vilém Flusser, or of the rhi-
zomatic migrant, à la Deleuze/Guattari. The most convincing reading is Hostos’s
anticipation of the ideas of Édouard Glissant, specifically Glissant’s concept of
Antillanité, which is not based on any one-dimensional nationalistic perspective
but, rather, on the structure of the mangrove.
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II.3.4 Conclusions

All three of these texts suggest a reading based on the equation of cultural iden-
tity with national territory. Thus, in this respect, it cannot be said that the nine-
teenth-century novels described here manifest a clear paradigm shift towards
the topographical. And yet the examination of spatial dynamics in the three
works has provided important new recognitions within the context of compara-
tive postcolonial research.

It is undisputed that the literature of the nineteenth century is characterized
by physically perceptible conceptions of space. In my analysis here, however, I
have not been able to confirm the generally accepted thesis that the nineteenth
century is a century defined by time, but this is not by any means because the
category of time was deliberately ignored. On the contrary, insofar as time func-
tions as a constitutive factor of dynamics and movement, it was the juxtaposition
of the two ship metaphors that was able to make the various spatial dynamics
productive. It cannot be equally claimed for all three of the novels that the figure
of displacement, in Sigrid Weigel’s words, has replaced the conventional migra-
tion concepts of exile and diaspora. And yet the toolkit of spatial theory provides
important keys to the basic understanding of postcolonial positioning. Guade-
loupe and Martinique, subject to France’s division into departments, have not
lost their colonial status to this day. The political and cultural gravitational
pull of French colonialism was far more formative and effective than the Spanish
model. Thus, in Outre-mer, the concept of exile works strikingly well. The binary
opposition between the metropolis and the colony is unbroken there. The novel
can be read as a perfect example of the “mapping of empire,” as Edward Said
uses the term (Bachmann-Medick 235).

In Stella, the much more complicated spatial structure suggests that the mul-
tirelationalism of young Haitian society has far-reaching spatial implications.
Stella represents colonial independence in that the novel shows the extent to
which the young country of Haiti consolidates the connections between external
and internal relationalisms. The individual spaces in Stella, however, appear to
be very static. This has to do with the irresolvable contradiction in Haitian self-
understanding, proclaiming political independence while simultaneously affirm-
ing cultural dependence.⁵⁸ While Haiti is a special case in every respect, not only
in the Caribbean but in the entire Western hemisphere, the two other novels con-

 Masillon Coicou’s famous 1892 pronouncement is a symptom of this: “Yes, France, we love
you very much, in a way that several of your own children will never love you.” (“Oui, France,
nous t’aimons beaucoup, comme plusieurs de tes propres enfants ne t’aimerons jamais.”) (113).
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vey spatial perspectives that differ from this, as clearly reflected in the titles:
Outre-mer (Overseas) by Maynard de Queilhe, as an affirmation of the colonial
status quo, represents the one-dimensional colonial view, while La peregrinación
de Bayoán (Bayoán’s Pilgrimage) is based on the moment of movement. La per-
egrinación de Bayoán’s understanding of the Caribbean archipelago projects an
island-based logic and emphasizes the internal relationalism of that logic (Ette,
Writing-between-worlds 153). In this novel, the Caribbean symbolizes the concept
of a third space (in Bhabha’s usage of that term), which offered itself beyond the
“hypnoses Europe and Africa” (Bernabé, Chamoiseau, and Confiant 22, cited in
Ette, Literature on the Move 256).Where Outre-mer presents a colonial discourse,
oriented towards Europe, and Stella puts forward an anticolonial discourse, ori-
ented towards Africa, what we find in La peregrinación de Bayoán is a different,
postcolonial discourse, one which makes a new kind of spatial conception pos-
sible. Bayoán is an American discourse, with independentist traditions, making
reference to the connections across all of the Americas. Although nineteenth-
century texts do not manifest the same kind of radical structure of movement
that we see in twentieth- and twenty-first-century texts, La peregrinación de Bay-
oán and, to a certain extent, Stella as well, do anticipate Glissant’s assertion of a
relational conception of space. The spatial turn asserts that it refers not to phys-
ical space nor to natural space but to socially produced space as a dynamic proc-
ess. Physics and nature are undeniably important categories for the nineteenth
century, and postcolonial interpretation would not be possible without them.
And yet the new theories of interconnectedness, relationalism, and movement
sensitize us to dimensions that were more present, even before the postmodern
turn, than has been assumed. These three novels convey the overlaps that result
from the simultaneity of unequal spaces and territories, the ways in which
spaces are charged through imperial inscriptions, hidden hierarchies, displaced
experiences, and breaks in continuity.
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